Many aspects of classification have been researched but the laws underlying changing classifications need to be focussed on. Psychoanalysis is a science dealing with the changing classifications within the individual. Aided by its theory, evolving over the last hundred years, psychoanalysis undertakes to provide actual scientific guidance in a person's changing his or her classifications or priorities in life. Such changes regularly occur in a psychoanalysis where, in the analytic setting, an analyst and an analysand form a unique relationship, usually lasting several years, for the purpose of analyzing the analysand's life. The analysand discovers his or her unique epistemologic categories as they developed based on a unique personal history. These epistemologic categories reflect both biographic achievements as well as constraints and, usually for the first time, become accessible for both understanding and change. While understanding and change can and does, to some extent, occur outside psychoanalysis, the psychoanalytic setting provides a unique opportunity to exclusively and systematically focus on such understanding and change.
The way the analysand classifies his or her life in terms of motivations, biographic events, plans, symptoms, fears and wishes undergoes a profound and non -predictable change in the course of an analysis. One's priorities change, developmental arrest in certain domains is overcome so that psychological development can resume, one's concepts change with each insight a little and, after a cumulative process, nothing quite means what it once meant Hundreds of thousands of persons have by now undergone an analysis and the literature concerning psychoanalysis may number more than one million books and journals. Few other sciences have as profoundly influenced human culture in the last hundred years. While psychoanalysis suffered for a long time from a self misunderstanding of being mainly a biological science because of the great importance it accorded to sexual and aggressive drives, it deserves to be viewed as an information science par excellence. This paper attempts to justify this claim and thus to contribute towards bridging psychoanalysis and information science. Specifically, it will use the temporal theory (Borbely, 1987) to touch on classification research connected problems, for example concept acquisition, the basis for semantic classes, knowledge representation schemes, reasoning with classification schemes, compatibility between classification schemes, information retrieval, parallel processing, distributive processing, and hybrid reasoning (Frisch, 1991) .
THE PSYCHOANALYTIC SETTING:
The analysand is lying in the supine position on the couch while the analyst sits behind him or her, out of the analysand's sight. The analysand free associates, that is, verbalizes whatever comes to mind without censoring it, while the analyst listens and interprets the analysand's productions. By following the "basic rule" to free associate the usual dialogue between two subjects is suspended.
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